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Introduction

The purpose of this guide is to describe Anthos architectural foundations. You can use this
guide to help you when you design an Anthos architecture, whether in Google Cloud,
multi-cloud or in hybrid cloud environments. It is intended to highlight the di�erent concepts
and components that you must consider when you implement Anthos.

To get maximum value from this guide, you should already be familiar with basic Anthos
concepts, as outlined in the Anthos technical overview. You should also be familiar with basic
Kubernetes concepts such as clusters. For more information, see Kubernetes basics and the
Google Kubernetes Engine (GKE) documentation

The guide focuses on the following aspects of Anthos design:

● Personas
● Anthos architecture model
● Networking
● Cluster architecture
● Identity management
● Security and policy management
● Services
● Persistence and state management
● Databases
● Observability
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Personas

There are a number of personas that interact with the Anthos pla�orm. The purpose of this
section is to describe the roles and responsibility of each persona, and how and in which
capacity they inte�ace with Anthos.

Anthos users tend to be split into application and pla�orm teams, and within these teams there
are two primary personas, Administrators and Developers. These personas have similar tasks
and responsibilities, but o�en di�er in terms of the systems they manage, the end users they
serve, and the technologies they use. The following six personas are impo�ant when
considering Anthos:

1. Application owners and developers
2. Pla�orm administrators and developers
3. Security administrators
4. Site Reliability Engineers (SRE) and operations
5. Network administrators
6. Storage and database administrators

It is impo�ant to note that these personas represent job functions, not people. This means in
di�erent sized and shaped companies, the same person might assume multiple personas.

Identifying and understanding each persona is helpful when determining a comprehensive
architectural design.
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Application owners and developers

Function - This group is responsible for developing and delivering applications and services to
the end customer. This group owns the application’s roadmap and the source code, including
bug �xes, pe�ormance regressions, and incidents. Application developers need a pla�orm to
be able to build, test and reliably release so�ware to their customers. Anthos pla�orm admins
(persona discussed below) ensure this functionality exists in the pla�orm for the application
owners.

Company Size - Typically, this persona exists in organizations of all sizes.

Skills - Product management (PM) and so�ware development and engineering (SWE)

Inte�ace to Anthos - This persona typically inte�aces with Anthos through Git. Application
owners and developers do not need to fully understand the underlying pla�orm, so long as it
meets their need for so�ware development and delivery. Git provides an abstraction layer
between individual Anthos pla�orm components and Application owners. Using GitOps
work�ows, such as feature branches, pull/merge requests (PR/MR) in conjunction with
continuous integration and continuous delivery (CI/CD) work�ows, application owners can
build, test and deploy applications reliably and safely to the Anthos pla�orm without dealing
with the underlying complexity of individual Anthos components. This allows application
owners to continually build and deliver so�ware, while pla�orm admins manage the life cycle
of the Anthos pla�orm without strong co-dependency on one another.

Application administrators and operators

Function - This persona is responsible for operating live production deployments, monitoring
their health, and rolling out updates as needed. Their cha�er includes monitoring, capacity
planning, deploy/rollouts, incident response, troubleshooting, automation, and scaling. They are
ultimately responsible for maintaining the Service Level Objectives (SLOs) of a pa�icular
application or service. This group is responsible for designing and implementing CI/CD
pipelines as well as monitoring systems to observe the pe�ormance and functionality of the
application.

It is impo�ant to note that this group operates at the application/service layer. Anthos
components and their management is the responsibility of pla�orm administrators. Pla�orm
administrators work with Google Cloud Suppo� for Anthos speci�c issues, while SRE/Ops
work with both the application owners and pla�orm administrators to ensure applications are
kept within the required SLO.

Company Size - Almost all cloud organizations, as well as medium to large enterprises.
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Skills - CI/CD, so�ware delivery to prod, monitoring/observability, so�ware
development/engineering.

Inte�ace to Anthos - Git and CI/CD pipelines to Anthos, observability system, Google Cloud
APIs, Google Cloud Suppo�

Pla�orm administrators and developers

Includes Pla�orm Security, Network, Storage, and Database administrators

Function - This persona is responsible for building and managing the life cycle of the Anthos
pla�orm itself. They continuously implement the capabilities of the Anthos pla�orm so it is
ready for use by the application owners. Pla�orm developers are so�ware engineers that
design, build, or set up various pla�orm components (PaaS). They are not typically involved in
day to day pla�orm operations. Pla�orm admins work on the day to day aspect of the pla�orm.
Pla�orm developers work with pla�orm admins to create scalable pla�orms.

Company Size - Almost every organization has a pla�orms team. Pla�orm developers and
admins are either separate groups in medium to large enterprises, or a single team in smaller
sized companies. Modern pla�orms such as Anthos recognize pla�orm developers as a key
function of the pla�orms team.

Skills - So�ware development (SWE), IAM/security, Kubernetes and cluster management, PaaS
creation, service mesh.

Inte�ace to Anthos - This group is responsible for designing and con�guring the Anthos
pla�orm. They are responsible for se�ing up compute infrastructure with GKE clusters, policy
management with Anthos Con�g Management (ACM), service mesh with Anthos Service Mesh
(ASM) and application management with Cloud Run.

Pla�orm security administrators

Function - This persona represents security expe�ise in an organization. Security
administrators are responsible for understanding the company’s a�ack su�ace and
vulnerabilities across all clouds and environments. They work closely with Anthos pla�orm
admins and developers to ensure the guardrails are put in place and are aligned with the
industry-speci�c security and compliance requirements. They de�ne and enforce guidelines
and policies for developer, service operator and pla�orm teams and monitor those policies to
ensure the organization is in compliance at all times.

An extension of this role includes risk/compliance management. They work with auditors with
respect to pla�orm capabilities and ensure they remain compliant.
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Company Size - All enterprises

Skills - security, industry-speci�c policies and regulations, networking, so�ware development
(in some cases).

Inte�ace to Anthos - ACM enables policy-as-code using GitOps style work�ows. Spanning
multiple cloud infrastructure and clusters, it can be challenging to ensure consistent policies
are applied across all environments. ACM uses Git as the source of truth for policy
con�guration and enforces these policies on all pa�icipating Anthos clusters regardless of the
environment or cloud. Security admins can now use GitOps to con�gure and enforce policies
across the Anthos pla�orm.

Network administrators

Function - This persona is responsible for the corporate network. Corporate network entails
both cloud networks (VPCs) as well as on-premises networking (WAN and LAN). Other
responsibilities of this role include:

1. IP address management
2. Router and switch management
3. Network policies and �rewalls
4. VPC management (for cloud environments)
5. VPN and interconnectivity between locations (cloud, on-premises data centers)

Company Size - All enterprises.

Skills - LAN/WAN networking, cloud networking (VPCs)

Inte�ace to Anthos - While they do not directly inte�ace with Anthos, this persona is
responsible for se�ing the underlying networking upon which Anthos pla�orm sits. They
ensure Anthos services can connect to each other (including managing scaling and providing
redundant paths as required) across environments, as well as to services running outside of
Anthos.

Storage and database administrators

Function - This persona is responsible for managing corporate data. They manage
on-premises databases, RDBMS/NoSQL (for example, MySQL, PostgreSQL, MongoDB, as well
as managed database cloudm—for example Cloud SQL, Cloud Spanner, or Firestore).

Database administrators’ responsibilities include:

1. Database schema management, including index management
2. Access control
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3. Backup and restore
4. Replication and scaling (up, down, out, in)
5. High availability (HA)
6. Disaster recovery (DR)
7. Pe�ormance and scalability monitoring
8. Database lifecycle management

Company Size - All enterprises.

Skills - Database management

Inte�ace to Anthos - Depending upon the database, organizations may choose to run
databases on Anthos (o�en as StatefulSets in Anthos clusters) or outside of Anthos, for
example using a cloud-managed o�ering (see Databases below for additional discussion). If
the database runs on Anthos, database administrators are similar to application owners, where
they own the database application running on Anthos. If the database runs outside of Anthos,
database administrators do not directly inte�ace with Anthos. They work with pla�orm admins
to ensure applications can connect to the required databases.
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Anthos architecture model

Anthos pla�orm architecture can be thought of in layers. Each layer provides a speci�c set of
functionalities. These functionalities are provided by resources at each layer. These resources
are owned and managed by one (or more) personas.

At a high level, the following diagram depicts the Anthos pla�orm architecture.

Infrastructure

At the bo�om of the stack are raw infrastructure resources. These can be divided into three
main types of resources: networking, compute, and storage. In cloud environments, these are
provisioned using Cloud APIs. For example, you can provision a vi�ual machine (VM) instance
or an Anthos cluster in Google Cloud using the Google Cloud APIs or using Infrastructure
management tooling like Terraform. In on-premises data centers, besides hardware
provisioning, you can use Infrastructure-as-Code (IaC) tooling to accomplish similar results.
The resulting a�ifacts conve� raw compute, networking, and storage into vi�ual resources
that can be used by higher layers.

Multiple personas in the pla�orm team own various resources at this layer. Networking
administrators own the networking resources, similarly Storage administrators own the
underlying storage infrastructure.
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Data management

All types of data (�les, queues, and databases) are managed at this layer. This layer is owned by
storage administrators and their goal is to provide storage in the form that can be consumed
by upper layers. Database administrators also own resources at this layer. Data warehousing
and analytics may consume database resources from this layer, but they belong in the
application management layer, where they are owners of speci�c applications.

Container management

Anthos contains a Kubernetes distribution (Anthos clusters) that can be installed in any
environment - public cloud, private cloud and on-premises data centers. Pla�orm
administrators and developers create Anthos clusters on top of raw infrastructure resources.
Kubernetes provides a consistent layer of abstraction across various cloud and on-premises
environments that use di�erent ways of managing networking, compute, and storage
resources.

In addition to Anthos clusters, you can also register your own conformant Ce�i�ed Kubernetes
clusters to your Anthos pla�orm.

This layer is owned by the pla�orm administrators and developers who are responsible for
operating and managing the life cycle of Anthos and Kubernetes clusters.

Service management

Anthos Service Mesh (built on Istio OSS APIs) helps you to securely connect, observe and
control tra�c between services running on Anthos clusters. This layer is owned by the
Application admin and operator persona and lets you manage Services instead of individual
containers. Service level metrics can also be collected from this layer which are used to
measure and maintain SLO/SLAs.

Policy management

ACM enables security administrators to enforce policy across multiple Anthos clusters and
across multiple environments. With ACM, you can de�ne policies as code (stored in a Git
repository as your source of truth). You can enforce these policies across multiple Anthos
clusters, which may be running in multiple cloud environments - public, private and
on-premises data centers. ACM detects and repairs con�guration dri� by syncing policies
across all (or selected) clusters thus ensuring your Anthos pla�orm is always compliant with
the enforced corporate policies.
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Application management

Application development and deployment is done at this layer. This layer is owned and
operated by multiple personas. Application development and Continuous integration (CI) is
typically owned by the application owners. They use tools such as Cloud Code, Cloud Source
Repositories or any other source code management system (SCM) to write and manage their
source code. They use CI tools such as Cloud Build and Container Registry to help them build,
package and store containerized a�ifacts.

The SRE/operations team uses CD tools such as Cloud Build, Tekton, Spinnaker, or other
so�ware delivery tools to deploy applications to Anthos.

Operations teams can also use Migrate for Anthos to migrate VMs to containerized
applications running on Anthos.

Finally, Google Cloud Marketplace allows application and operations teams to deploy
packaged 3rd pa�y and commercial applications (COTS) applications to Anthos.

Environs

Environs is an Anthos concept that enables pla�orm admins and security admins to logically
group multiple clusters that operate with the same set of policies. Environs are synonymous to
environments in enterprises. Most enterprises have separate environments for various stages
of the so�ware life cycle. For example development, staging, and production are three
environments representing three di�erent stages in the so�ware life cycle. Policies o�en need
to be consistent across multiple clusters within each environment, but not across di�erent
environs. Environs help to enable pla�orm and security administrators to easily de�ne and
enforce policies as opposed to managing them on individual clusters.

Observability

Observability is everyone’s responsibility. Each layer must emit and collect the appropriate
metrics for that layer to operate at the required service levels. Cloud Monitoring provides
visibility into the pe�ormance, uptime, and overall health of cloud resources and applications.
With Anthos, you can also use any third-pa�y observability solution to monitor your pla�orm
and applications.
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Networking

Personas - Network administrator, Pla�orm administrator

This section describes the networking design requirements and considerations for Anthos
pla�orm. Anthos networking can be divided into four layers:

1. Cloud networking and hybrid connectivity
2. Anthos cluster networking
3. Multi-cluster networking
4. Service/User connectivity

Cloud networking and hybrid connectivity

Cloud networking

The lowest layer of networking is the underlying cloud (either or both public and private
on-premises data center) networking. In public clouds, networking is managed through VPCs.
In private clouds or on-premises data centers, it is managed through WAN/LAN networking
using physical or vi�ual routers, switches and �rewalls. There are two types of Anthos
deployments:

1. Single cloud Anthos deployment
2. Multi-cloud Anthos deployment
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As the name suggests, in the single cloud deployment, all components of Anthos reside in one
cloud. This cloud could be a public cloud or a private cloud. In a multi-cloud Anthos
deployment, all Anthos pla�orm components reside on multiple cloud environments. For
example, a multi-cloud Anthos deployment could span Google Cloud and an on-premises data
center, or Anthos could span multiple cloud environments and multiple on premises data
centers.

In either of the two deployment models, Anthos can be deployed on a single �at network or it
can be deployed across multiple connected networks. In a single cloud architecture, it is
recommended to deploy Anthos on a single �at network where possible. For example, in
Google Cloud, you can deploy Anthos on a single VPC (or shared VPC). Deploying Anthos on a
�at network makes multi-cluster networking and service-to-service connectivity easier than if
it were deployed across multiple networks. For example, in Google Cloud on a single or shared
VPC, Kubernetes Pods across all VPC-native GKE clusters can directly connect to each other
without se�ing up any additional networking between clusters. In VPC-native GKE clusters,
Pods can also connect to non-GKE entities (for example Compute Engine instances and VMs)
or vice-versa non-GKE entities connecting to pods directly (for speci�c use cases) that are in
the same VPC. There may be scenarios where it is not possible to use a single �at network for
Anthos pla�orm. For example due to regulatory or security reasons, your enterprise may need
to pa�ition the pla�orm across multiple networks. In such a case, you must take into account
cross network connectivity requirements for example, which services are required to connect
to each other over disparate networks. Once determined, you can choose a hybrid
connectivity solution (discussed below) to connect multiple networks.

Hybrid connectivity

In multi-cloud and multi-network architectures, you must consider connecting di�erent
environments and networks. There are three ways to connect di�erent cloud environments:

1. Cloud Interconnect (dedicated or Pa�ner Interconnect)
2. Cloud VPN (IPSEC)
3. through internet using TLS/mTLS to help secure tra�c

Anthos pla�orm works with all of these connectivity methods. Depending on the requirements
in terms of pe�ormance, resilience, security and cost, you can choose the best hybrid
connectivity solution. You can also use multiple solutions in tandem. For example, you can
choose Cloud Interconnect as the primary hybrid connectivity solution with Cloud VPN for
backup or for non-production tra�c.
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Anthos cluster networking

Anthos clusters are conformant Kubernetes clusters, managed and suppo�ed by Google that
can run in any cloud environment - public or private. Like any conformant Kubernetes cluster,
all Anthos clusters require three IP subnets:

1. Node and Kubernetes API server IP addresses
2. Pod IP addresses
3. Services or ClusterIP addresses

Node and Kubernetes API server IP addresses are LAN (in case of on-premises data
centers) or VPC (in case of public clouds) IP addresses. Each node and Kubernetes API server
gets a single IP address. Depending upon the number of nodes orKubernetes API servers
required, ensure you have the required IP address space for node or Kubernetes API server IP
addresses.

Pod IP addresses are assigned to every Pod in an Anthos cluster. Pod IP addresses can either
be VPC-native IP addresses or they belong to an IP address space only locally signi�cant to
one Anthos cluster (in the case of on-prem) also known as Island Mode networking. In Google
Cloud, Anthos clusters can use VPC IP addresses for Pod IP space. This is accomplished using
VPC-native GKE clusters. The bene�t of this is that all Pods across all GKE clusters receive a
real VPC IP address. These IP addresses are routable to and from other entities on the same
VPC and access to them can be controlled using VPC �rewalls (as well as NetworkPolicies
inside the cluster). This makes intra-cluster and inter-cluster networking easier since no
additional networking con�guration is required. For non-Google Cloud Anthos clusters, the
Pod IP addresses are locally signi�cant. Within the cluster, each Pod can connect to any Pod
(unless prohibited using NetworkPolicies). These IP addresses are not VPC or LAN IP addresses
and hence cannot be controlled using normal network appliances like routers, switches and
�rewalls. Inter-cluster and external service connectivity for island mode clusters are discussed
in the following sections.

For VPC-native clusters, you must use non-overlapping Pod IP CIDR ranges across all Anthos
clusters in a single (or shared) VPC. For non-Google Cloud  Anthos clusters (in island mode),
you may use any IP address range for Pod IP CIDRs and they can be overlapping across
multiple clusters.

IP address management (IPAM) must be taken into account for VPC-native Anthos clusters
running on Google Cloud. Pod IP CIDR ranges typically account for the largest IP utilization
across the three subnets. Learn more about how to manage IP addresses on VPC-native
Anthos clusters here. An external tool is available to help facilitate in determining CIDR ranges.
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For non-Google Cloud Anthos clusters that do not require real LAN/VPC IP addresses for Pods,
IPAM is typically not an issue.

Service or ClusterIP addresses are assigned to every Kubernetes Service. Unlike Pod IP
addresses, which may change as Pods move between nodes, ClusterIP addresses remain
static and act as a load balancer to multiple Pods representing a single Kubernetes Service. As
the name suggests, Service IPs or ClusterIPs are locally signi�cant to the cluster. They cannot
be accessed from outside of the cluster. Services inside the cluster can access services using
ClusterIPs. For VPC-native Anthos clusters (on Google Cloud), Service IP range must belong to
a VPC subnet. For all other Anthos clusters, these could be any RFC1918 space that does not
con�ict with the Pod IP CIDR range within a single Anthos cluster.

You can learn more about Kubernetes cluster networking here.

Cluster ingress and egress

There are three main ways to expose a Service running in an Anthos cluster.

1. Kubernetes Ingress
2. Service load balancer
3. Anthos Service Mesh (ASM) Ingress

Kubernetes Ingress utilizes a proxy (typically an L7 proxy) also known as Ingress controller
running in the Anthos clusters to route tra�c inbound to a Service. For example, for Anthos
clusters on-prem, Envoy proxy is used for Kubernetes Ingress. These proxies use Kubernetes
Ingress resources that de�ne a set of rules for tra�c routing inbound to a Service running in
the cluster. In addition to the bundled L7 proxy, Anthos allows pla�orm administrators to bring
their own proxies for Ingress. For example, you may choose the NGINX Ingress Controller for
Kubernetes Ingress instead.

Service load balancers are Layer 3/4 network load balancers that can expose a Kubernetes
Service externally. In public cloud environments, Anthos clusters use cloud vendors LB
implementations. For example, in Cloud Load Balancing, you use TCP and UDP load balancers

for Kubernetes Services. Likewise, in AWS, you use AWS Network Load Balancer and Elastic
Load Balancing as Service load balancers. For Anthos clusters on VMware, you integrate
with your existing on-premises networking infrastructure to provide this functionality.

Anthos Service Mesh (ASM) Ingress is a way to expose Kubernetes Services using the ASM
Ingress proxy. When ASM is enabled/installed on an Anthos cluster, an istio-ingress

gateway Deployment and Service is created in the istio-system namespace. You can then
use Istio/ASM Custom Resources (CRDs) to expose a Kubernetes Service externally using
istio-ingress gateway. Multi-cluster Ingress is covered in the next section.
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Multi-cluster networking

Services running on multiple Anthos clusters may need to connect to one another. At the
networking layer, clusters can be connected in two ways:

1. Clusters on a �at network where Pod IP addresses are routable between clusters
2. Clusters on disparate networks and/or con�gured in Island IP mode where Pod IP

addresses are not directly routable between clusters

In Google Cloud, you can create VPC-native Anthos clusters where all Pod IP addresses
between clusters are routable. You can use ILBs and ASM to connect and help secure Service
tra�c between clusters running in the same VPC.

Non-Google Cloud Anthos clusters are con�gured in Island Mode. You can expose Services
using one of the methods described in the previous section and then use ASM to connect and
help secure tra�c between the clusters.

Ingress for Anthos lets you do multi-cluster Ingress for Anthos clusters on Google Cloud

Service and client connectivity

Service and client connectivity can be divided into three categories:

1. Client to service connectivity (no�h/south)
2. Service to service connectivity (east/west inside service mesh)
3. Service to external services connectivity (east/west outside the service mesh)

Client to service connectivity

External clients that need access to Services running on Anthos clusters use one of the three
Service exposure models discussed previously. To help secure client-to-service tra�c, you can
use JSON Web Tokens (JWT) tokens in the client header request and use ASM tra�c controls
to authenticate/authorize tra�c inside the cluster.

Service to service connectivity

Anthos Service Mesh (ASM), built on open source Istio APIs, helps you connect, secure,
observe and control tra�c from services across multiple Anthos clusters running in multiple
cloud environments. With ASM, you can extend the service mesh across multiple clusters and
in multiple cloud environments.

ASM can be deployed in two ways:

1. ASM deployment with Google Cloud managed backends and control planes
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2. ASM deployment with user-managed backends and control planes

With the Google Cloud-managed backend and control plane option, Google Cloud manages
the ASM control plane and the backends. For example, Anthos Service Mesh ce�i�cate
authority (Mesh CA) provides a managed CA for all services running in the Anthos Service
Mesh. For Google Cloud only Anthos deployments, this is the preferred deployment model.

With the user-managed backends and control plane option, ASM control plane is installed on a
cluster with all of the components installed in the cluster. For multi-cloud Anthos deployments,
this is the preferred deployment model.

Service to external services connectivity

Services running on Anthos can connect to services running outside of Anthos. For example,
you can have an application running on Anthos that may need connectivity to a backend
database running outside of Anthos on a vi�ual machine (VM). For this, you need to ensure the
following:

1. IP connectivity from the Anthos cluster to the external service. The external service
may be a public API that is exposed using a public IP address or it may be a private
service for example a database running in an on-premises data center. For public API,
ensure that the �rewalls rules allow egress tra�c to the API. For private services, you
can choose a hybrid connectivity option discussed preceding and ensure IP
connectivity between the Anthos cluster and the private service.

2. Optionally, you can use ASM for request routing. If the external service is available
using a DNS name, you can use ASM to route tra�c to an external service that is
running outside of the mesh. With ASM, you can inse� tokens/ce�s in request header if
required by the external service for authentication and authorization.
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Cluster architecture

Personas - Pla�orm Administrator

When designing your Anthos architecture it’s impo�ant to understand how many clusters will
be needed in each lifecycle (dev/stage/prod), what locations those clusters will reside in and
which teams and applications will be using them.

Environments

When designing a pla�orm it’s easy to focus only on the production environment details.
However, understanding the structure and composition of the non-prod environments is just
as impo�ant in the initial planning. Most organizations have multiple life cycles covering
development, testing and production. Some organizations have additional environments such
as multiple testing environments, pe�ormance, security and other life cycles for various uses.

We’ll consider each of these unique life cycles as a single environment. For example an
organization may have the following composition: 1 Development Environment, 3 Test
Environments, 1 pe�ormance Environment, 1 Stage Environment, 1 Production Environment.

Architecture

Each environment may have a di�erent structure and architecture to it. A development
environment may have a single small cluster running in one zone whereas the production
environment may have large clusters in multiple regions across the globe. Not only might the
clusters be located in multiple zones and regions but they may also reside in a corporate data
center as with Hybrid architectures, or on other cloud providers as seen with multi-cloud
architectures.

Within each environment, there may be multiple types of clusters as well. Some organizations
choose to have a set of clusters dedicated to the actual workloads, while other clusters run
centralized control planes, CI/CD tooling, or admin applications. The separation of the core
workloads from these ancillary applications may help reduce risk and increase maintainability.

Understanding how many clusters are planned in each environment and where the clusters will
reside is at the core of designing your overall cluster architecture.

Tenancy

Another aspect of de�ning your cluster architecture is understanding who the users (tenants)
of the cluster will be and how many tenants will utilize each cluster.
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Single tenant clusters

When a cluster is intended for use by a single team, application or use case, we call that single
tenancy. This is o�en the easiest model to implement within a cluster as there are fewer
security constraints and less resource management is required. This can o�en be seen in use
with single use clusters such as those used for data analytics workloads, or in a
cluster-per-team model. Single-tenant clusters may be easier to implement in the sho� term,
but this pa�ern o�en leads to more clusters over time. A sprawl of many small clusters may be
a challenge for some organizations.

Multi-tenant clusters

Clusters intended for use by multiple users, multiple teams, multiple customers etc. are
considered multi-tenant clusters. There are a wide variety of use cases for multi-tenancy. You
might see multiple development teams contributing to a larger System within a single cluster,
or maybe teams from completely di�erent areas of a company are utilizing centralized shared
clusters. Fu�hermore some organizations utilize a single cluster for multiple external
customers.

Understanding the types of users in a multi-tenant cluster and their risk level is also useful. A
few teams in a single depa�ment utilizing a managed deployment process present much less
risk than a model where many unknown users are utilizing the same cluster through various
means. A li�le less risky may be a model where many unknown users are using the same
cluster but through very de�ned pa�erns and with speci�c ve�ed applications. Identifying the
types of users and access pa�erns will be helpful when designing your Anthos architecture.

Multi-tenant clusters with stateful services

Implementing multi-tenancy in the context of stateful services requires design considerations
on the data management layer as well: how to represent a single tenant in relation to another
tenant. In the context of databases, there are several design alternatives.

● One database per tenant. In this alternative, all data of a single tenant are stored
within a single database exclusively. A second tenant requires a second database. While
this requires as many databases as tenants are suppo�ed, the data of each tenant is
isolated and can be managed independently of all the other tenants ( for example, ,
backup/restore, relocation to di�erent regions, etc.). If a database instance has an
upper limit of the number of databases it can suppo�, more than one database
instance might be required.

● One schema per tenant. In this approach several tenants are located in a single
database, but each tenant is represented by a separate schema exclusively. This
approach can make it more complex to manage the data of a single tenant. For
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example, to pe�orm a backup or restore operation is not possible with database
functionality. An application level program would have to be wri�en for that. However,
having a schema for each tenant reduces the number of databases (and possibly the
number of instances), making the management on a database and instance level less
involved.

● One schema for all tenants. This approach stores all data of all tenants in a single
schema (within a database). This approach is also called “striping”. Each data item has a
prope�y that states the corresponding tenant (in a relational model this might be an
additional column storing the tenant identi�er). This has several implications: all queries
must have a predicate �ltering the correct tenant. The isolation is accomplished by
correct query execution. Managing a single tenant’s data is di�cult as well since the
data from di�erent tenants are stored next to each other, so to speak. However, there is
only one database and one schema involved in this case.

These are the three most common approaches, however, there are variations depending on
the speci�c use case.

Similar design considerations have to be made when dealing with non-database persistence. In
the context of queues the questions are around if queues or topics are created separately for
each tenant, or if tenants can share those. The same applies to �les, buckets or directories: will
a tenant have �les/buckets/directories exclusively assigned to them or is the tenant’s data
stored in the same �les/buckets/directories.

The main driving factors on decisions are data separation, access and management complexity
as well as cost and technology limitations.
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Identity management

(Persona: Security admins, Pla�orm developers and admins)

The foundation of Anthos consists of conformant Kubernetes clusters, which includes suppo�
for Anthos and others. Identities can be utilized in di�erent ways whether it’s interacting with
the Kubernetes cluster API, identifying workloads for authenticating to dependent
applications/services/systems or 3rd pa�y (3P) users for your applications and services.

Service identities

The Kubernetes service account (KSA) is a resource that can identify a pa�icular pod within a
namespace. This identity through a service account is how a Pod can interact with the cluster
API, through associated role bindings. When a service account is not speci�ed for a Pod, it
uses the default service account automatically created when the namespace was created.

Access to Google Cloud resources requires binding to applicable roles. From a service
perspective, these would be Google Service Accounts (GSA) that have appropriate bindings to
access a Google Cloud resource (for example, BigQuery). A feature in Anthos clusters named
Workload Identity, maps a KSA to a GSA.

Workload Identity helps reduce the need for handling and rotating private keys for GSA within
the pods. This capability also promotes least privileged access for workloads.

When this Workload Identity is utilized, pods that mount a mapped KSA would be able to
access authorized Google Cloud resources. Workload Identity manages the retrieval of the
bearer token to execute an API call on a Google Cloud resource.

From an Anthos perspective, this capability is being extended to Anthos clusters not on
Google Cloud. For Anthos clusters on AWS, AWS IAM accounts can be bound to KSA’s, to grant
access to AWS resources.

Service mesh identities

Service identities can also be handled within a service mesh. Istio has a control plane
component called Citadel which is responsible for being the ce�i�cate authority (CA) and
issues x509 ce�i�cates to the envoy proxy sidecars. These ce�i�cates are used for mutual TLS
(mTLS) communication between services within the mesh to authenticate and encrypt
communication between services. mTLS can be forced either mesh-wide with
PeerAuthentication con�gured on the system namespace or speci�ed per namespace or label
selector.
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The identity in the ce�i�cate issued by Citadel consists of the namespace and service account
associated with the deployment or pod. This combination establishes the identity of the
service. When a deployment lacks a service account association, the default service account
of the namespace is utilized, as a result, it is recommended to use a service account per a
deployment. Istio shares the same identity document in SPIFFE for services, which would allow
for connectivity with other SPIFFE-compliant systems.

In an Anthos Service Mesh enabled cluster on Google Cloud, Mesh CA is available as a private
ce�i�cate authority that replaces Citadel. Mesh CA is a multi-regional Google-managed
component.

User identities

Anthos Identity Service is an authentication proxy which will be able to leverage identity
providers (such as OIDC) and forward authentication credentials in formats suppo�ed by
downstream systems such as Kubernetes and Istio sidecars. The goal is to be able to provide
identity to service to Anthos suppo�ed infrastructure. The identities of this service can consist
of user cluster access and 3P (3rd pa�y / end user) identities for applications/services inside of
an Anthos cluster.
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User cluster access

In the previous section we referenced KSAs as a mechanism for pods to access the
Kubernetes cluster API. Users also need access to the Kubernetes cluster API to administrate
and apply resources to the cluster.

Google Cloud can sync with your existing identity provider, but can also provide services such
as Cloud Identity and Workspace to help manage users.

From an Anthos perspective, clusters may not all reside in Google Cloud. These Anthos
clusters which are not on Google Cloud can integrate with OIDC providers to authenticate to
clusters.  Alternatively, Connect gateway may also be used to interact with the Kubernetes
cluster API.

3P identities for applications/services

3P identities typically refer to end users who require authentication/authorization access to
applications/services.

JWT can be used to authenticate and authorize end-user requests for services inside an
Istio/ASM service mesh. JWT tokens need to be created by an identity provider, such as
Identity Aware Proxy, Identity Pla�orm, and others. Istio does not generate JWT tokens. During
authentication, Istio can validate the token signature against the speci�ed public key set. The
request is rejected if the token is invalid.

JWT can also be used in Istio to authorize requests for services in the mesh as well. Istio will
validate that the token includes a speci�c claim to access a speci�c service. This claim is
usually in the form of groups that identify the access level of a pa�icular user. Istio is able to
parse claims that are string typed or list of strings.

Istio will not propagate JWT tokens for you. It is typically the responsibility of the calling service
to a�ain proper JWT tokens to call downstream dependent services.
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Identity Aware Proxy (IAP) can be integrated with Anthos Service Mesh to provide end-user
authentication to applications/services hosted on Anthos clusters. IAP validates the user
identity and context (for example, IP Address, device type) before sending the request to the
application/service. IAP is a building block toward zero trust access.

IAP suppo�s Google identities from Identity and Access Management (IAM) by default,
however, it can also be con�gured to suppo� external identities through Identity Pla�orm.
Identity Pla�orm is an enterprise o�ering of Firebase Authentication and provides additional
suppo� for OIDC and SAML compatible providers. Additional providers suppo�ed by Identity
Pla�orm are email/password, pre-integrated federated providers and others.
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Security and policy management

Personas - Security administrator, Pla�orm administrator

We recommend that you apply security in layers, and Anthos solutions are no exception. This
section describes a layered approach to securing the networks, clusters, applications, pla�orm
users and technical service dependencies.

Pla�orm security and policy management

Pla�orm security can be broken down into networking, authentication, authorization,
con�guration management and services categories. These categories apply to both the
security and pla�orm administrators at di�erent points.

Networking

To help secure networks for Anthos clusters, you must take into account considerations from
across the Open Systems Interconnection (OSI) network spectrum. Clients connecting a data
center with Google have the option of Level 2 (Dedicated Interconnect or Pa�ner
Interconnect) or Level 3 (Peering) connection. Choosing the right connection method is o�en
based on pe�ormance, proximity and investment. Refer to choosing a connection type for
more information.

Customers using Dedicated Interconnect or Pa�ner Interconnect will sta� securing their
connections at Level 2 by following the Interconnect best practices connected to a custom
built-in VPC network.

All customers exposing and connecting RFC1918 private IP networks need to pay a�ention to
OSI Level 3. Those not using private Interconnect and who want to access RFC 1918 Private IP
address spaces will need to create a Cloud VPN connection between networks. Explicit
�rewalls should be set up for the Service IP CIDR ranges within your clusters using
source-named targets of your clusters allowing services to communicate with each other
within the clusters using the planned po�s.

One of the primary goals of using RFC1918 IP ranges is to encapsulate public from privately
exposed service endpoints. While it is possible to expose all possible po�s exposed by
NodePo� service types, it’s a best practice to use ClusterIP or LoadBalancer Kubernetes
Service objects to reduce the su�ace area of exposed po�s. A good practice is to set up an
automated security policy to protect developers from creating services that expose public IPs
or use NodePo�s for exposure.
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With �rewalls and networking in place, security measures should be taken at the OSI Level 7
layer. We recommend that you use the latest TLS within the cluster for all network calls to
prevent exposure of network packet contents. Se�ing up TLS within each cluster poses a
challenge when clusters and services begin to scale. Anthos Service Mesh, an opinionated Istio
service mesh, provides the ability to enforce mTLS between all pods within the cluster by using
Envoy sidecar proxies. Service mesh ce�i�cates should be rotated frequently to avoid help
exposure due to stale ce�i�cates. Additional best practices for con�guring Anthos Service
Mesh should be applied to help decrease the overall security threat su�ace area.

Using Anthos Service Mesh provides the clusters with single-point ingress and egress tra�c
through the use of highly scalable Istio ingress and egress gateways. Protecting these
gateways should be a high priority as they can be con�gured to use public IP addresses.
Applying Google Cloud Armor is recommended to provide DDoS and IPSEC protection on the
gateways at the OSI L7 layer.

Con�guration management

Teams associated with the Policy and Security persona are able to utilize the distributed policy
management capabilities of ACM and manage the lifecycle of security policies. ACM is built
upon industry standard GitOps providing a single-source of truth for desired state. ACM
should be con�gured to include a set of security policies, secrets management, auditing
capabilities and cluster con�guration consistency.

Consistent cluster con�guration

One of the primary values of Anthos is to provide governance to multiple clusters in a
combination including Google Cloud, private data centers, and other public clouds. The goal is
to provide a uni�ed infrastructure layer for applications to run on. ACM works by using a Git
repository as a source with an opinionated �le structure. The contents of the repository are
then pulled into each cluster through a Kubernetes operator that focuses on maintaining the
desired state of the repository. As a result, all clusters using the same repository will share a
common baseline con�guration consisting of RBAC, network policies, security policies,
namespaces, services accounts, and CRDs. Due to the capability of broad changes at a
cluster-wide level, the con�guration repository should be restricted access and should follow
Auditing and Control change management best practices.

Policy management repositories

Anthos Policy Controller uses Gatekeeper, an open source controller built to manage
resources at the edge and within a cluster. Gatekeeper should be installed with or into the
ACM to provide environ-wide cluster adoption. Gatekeeper uses Open Policy Agent (OPA) as
the mechanism to conve� Policy-as-Code into constraints, which are used to make decisions
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regarding resources being admi�ed, mutated or removed from clusters. OPA uses Rego
so�ware language to form statements which can be used to accept or reject a decision based
on the policy in combination with the incoming data.

Policies under development should be stored in a separate repository controlled by teams that
are tasked with security policies. Rego policies should be wri�en using proper unit testing as
described by OPA documentation. Policy �les are then added into constraint template CRD
objects at a cluster-wide level to be used by constraint CRDs at the namespace level. This
allows di�erent versions of the constraints to be used for di�erent namespaces and
applications. The constraint template and constraint �les can be applied directly to the clusters
or commi�ed to the ACM repository for deployment to all clusters simultaneously. Either
method of deploying the CRD �les should utilize a CICD process outlined in the Modern CICD
for Anthos section.

Common concrete examples of policies include limiting the deployment of services using
LoadBalancers for lower-level environments, deploying to speci�c namespaces without
required labels and requiring all Service objects to have annotations with an email address
serving as a point-of-contact for administration.

Secrets management

A generally agreed industry best practice is to keep secrets out of source code and to inject
secrets into applications through �les, environment variables or using con�guration pull
methods. Secrets o�en di�er between environments and are intrinsically intended to remain
sensitive and opaque. Secret Manager is an API that can be used to contain secrets intended
to be pulled into containers at deploy or runtime. Secrets can be extracted from all source
code and managed by the Security and Operations personas teams. Access to secrets should
use the granular IAM roles and permissions to avoid unauthorized access to sensitive
information.

Secret Manager API can expose secrets to containers through pull or push methods. In a push
scenario, at initialization time, secrets are placed into environment variables or into �les and
mounted to a container. In a push model, best practices recommend utilizing Kubernetes
secrets rather than using the Secret Management API directly from within a CICD pipeline in
order to reduce the security su�ace area. Speci�c secrets should be updated periodically into
Kubernetes Resource Management (KRM) based secrets by a privileged automated process.
We recommend exposing secrets through a Kubernetes Container Storage Inte�ace (CSI).
While intuition leads to a full sync between Secret Manager and KRM secrets, this is considered
a bad practice as this increases chances for increased human error, lack of control over
expired secrets, and does not account for namespace or cluster-speci�c secrets. Additionally,
updates from secrets added to the cluster speci�cally introduce merging challenges. A be�er
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practice is to be explicit with synchronization between Secret Manger and Kubernetes secrets
through automation.

In a pull model, secrets are requested from within the container upon boot or just-in-time use.
Applications that can request con�guration upon boot-up require a di�erent method of
con�guration management. Pull model applications should use the APIs to interact with
Secrets Manager. Most implementations using the pull model have a mix of push and pull
con�guration functionality delegating the decision of where to pull con�guration from based
on a single environment variable or �ag.

Auditing and controlling change

Products and tools built for Anthos should strive to follow an accepted industry practice for
accepting changes into the cluster through the use of CD pipelines. From a security
perspective, tooling can be added throughout the entire lifecycle of a CI/CD pipeline and
should focus on providing the fastest method of feedback when violations can be found.

We strongly recommended that you implement all aspects of the solution as some style of
code, an approach also known as “Everything-as-Code”. Sta�ing with the creation and
management of infrastructure through declarative Infrastructure-as-Code tooling such as
Terraform, Deployment Manager, Pulumi, and Con�g Connector. Implementing an
Everything-as-Code policy provides an oppo�unity to implement the system using CD
pipelines. One primary bene�t of this approach is that all infrastructure changes can be
con�gured to use automation for CI/CD pipelines and provide a higher degree of transparency
and visibility to changes by more teams. Additionally, the state of the systems in the solution
can be reconciled with the desired state of the code repositories responsible. Se�ing up a
modern CI/CD pipeline for visibility can be found at this link in this document.

Authentication

Securing access to the clusters is an impo�ant pa� of a secure pla�orm system. A decision on
how much access is needed, for what groups or individuals, type of access and the duration of
access should be made before implementing the clusters.

The most common approach to authentication access for clusters is through OpenID Connect
(OIDC). Access is controlled by IAM permissions through Active Directory, Google Identity
management or an OIDC provider. A common practice is to set the roles for lower-level
environments to be less restrictive than production.

If the decision is made to allow direct access to the clusters for users, groups or automation,
best practices recommends using Cloud Identity based users allowing easy access to clusters
using gcloud as well as simpli�ed integration within the internal Kubernetes RBAC system.
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Authentication to Kubernetes from within and on the cluster APIs should be protected from
malicious and accidental damage. Clusters should be created with RBAC and Network Policy
enabled. Enabling RBAC provides the ability to create Roles to combine with users and groups
a �ne-grained access policy to resources. A common best practice is to limit mutation access
to all users of a system building or using an existing “View” ClusterRole for all users. Following
well-established industry practices of adding roles and permissions to groups becomes
routine.

Authorization

Authorization into and out of services are typically handled within the scope of applications
using a wide variety of tools and libraries. Application-level authorization internal to services is
out of scope for this document, however, authorization between services can be described
using NetworkPolicy objects. NetworkPolicy objects can be created to allow or disallow access
to namespaces and pods for ingress. Note, NetworkPolicy does not restrict outbound tra�c.

Applying Anthos Service Mesh to an environ will increase the ability to control authorization.
Using Istio, all communication between pods can be con�gured to use mTLS adding not only
authentication, but authorization to communication channels. Additionally, Istio provides
ingress and egress gateways providing policy control to data �ow in both directions.

Internal cluster authorization

Access to the Kubernetes API should be restricted to protect the integrity of the cluster and
applications running on the cluster. RBAC access should be con�gured to explicitly grant
access to view and modify methods of the API. Recommend se�ing up access di�erently
based on roles. If possible, se�ing up and utilizing KSAs to handle changes to the cluster like
adding, upgrading or deleting Deployments and Services.

Applications requiring access to Google Cloud resources such as Cloud SQL instances should
use Workload Identity features. Workload Identity works by pairing up a GSA to a KSA within a
Namespace. Applications associate with the KSA to authorize resource requests within Google
Cloud.

Containers running within the cluster represent a source of risks by allowing images from
non-corporate managed docker repositories. Binary Authorization is a tool and work�ow that
allows containers to be signed by one or more a�estors and restrict images from being
deployed without ce�ain a�estations. A�estors create a�estations providing an auditable
process for verifying the integrity of containers built within a company’s CI/CD pipeline
process.
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An example work�ow built into a CICD pipeline would include an a�estation being created by a
development signer a�er the creation of an image that has successfully passed unit and
functional tests, common vulnerabilities and exposures (CVE) scanners, code analysis tools
and code reviews. A quality signer would then provide an a�estation upon successful
completion of automated and regression tests in a lower-level environment along the
environment progression path. Finally, a Product Owner signer could provide an a�estation
upon veri�cation in a staging environment with a manual trigger in the CI/CD pipeline. Clusters
would be con�gured to only allow containers following the progressive a�estations
corresponding to the progression of the environment deployment. This work�ow is described
in more detail in the Shi�ing le� on Security whitepaper.

In addition to a�estations, binary authorization policies can accept or restrict containers based
on their container repositories allowing security teams the ability to reduce the security threat
presented by any random docker repository.

Cluster hardening

Anthos provides the ability to con�gure, monitor and homogenize a set of clusters, but by
default only applies a minimum of best practices with respect to cluster hardening. There are
too many use cases with various levels of security requirements to cover in a single baseline
architecture. Therefore, the responsibility for cluster hardening is a shared responsibility based
on the needs of the consumer. For more information speci�c to hardening GKE clusters both
on-premises and cloud-based, refer to this solution.

Compliance and regulatory requirements

You can address compliance with regulatory requirements by structuring layers to comply with
requirements,  similar to how security is implemented. Anthos provides a variety of tools to
help you to address di�erent aspects of compliance and regulatory compliance including
Binary Authorization, container scanning, private Docker repositories and A�ifact Registries.
These tools can be used to create a layered approach to achieving ce�i�cation. Refer to this
a�icle for a more detailed explanation of Payment Card Industry Data Security Standard (PCI
DSS) compliance, one of the many industry compliance requirements.
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Services

Personas - Site Reliability Engineers/Operations, Pla�orm Administrator

There are two main types of service - stateless and stateful. Stateless services do not contain
or require any persistent data, for example,  a web frontend service itself does not require any
data. It accesses another data service to retrieve data and displays it on the web page. Since
there is no persistent data in a stateless service, multiple instances (or Deployments) of a
stateless service act identical. You can scale a stateless service by simply adding more
instances (or Deployments) to a stateless service. Stateful services contain persistent data, for
example,  a database like MySQL or MongoDB that contains data that needs to be persisted.

You can run both types of services on Anthos. These services can run on Anthos clusters as
either Services (stateless services) or services that access persistent storage technology like
StatefulSets, databases or other components (Stateful services).

Distributed services

A distributed service is a Kubernetes Service that is deployed to multiple Kubernetes clusters.
Distributed services are stateless services and act identically across multiple clusters. This
means a distributed service has the same Kubernetes Service name and is implemented in the
same namespace across multiple clusters. Kubernetes Services are tied to the fate of the
Kubernetes cluster they run on. If a Kubernetes cluster goes o�ine, so does the Kubernetes
Service. Distributed services are abstracted from individual Kubernetes clusters. If one (or
more) Kubernetes clusters are down, the distributed service may very well be online and within
the desired Service Level Objective (SLO).

In the following diagram, Foo is a distributed service running on multiple clusters (with the
same Service name and namespace). As such, it is not tied to a single cluster and hence
represented conceptually as a layer preceding Kubernetes cluster infrastructure layer. If any of
the individual clusters (running Service Foo) were to go down, the distributed service Foo still
remains online. Meanwhile, Services Bar and Baz are Kubernetes Services running on single
individual clusters. Their uptime (and availability) are dependent on the uptime of the speci�c
Kubernetes cluster on which they reside.
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Resiliency is one of the reasons for multi-cluster deployments. Distributed services create
resilient services on multi-cluster architecture. Stateless services are prime candidates for
distributed services in a multi-cluster environment. There are a few requirements and
considerations when working with distributed services.

Multi-cluster Networking - Tra�c destined to a distributed service can be sent to clusters
running that service. This is accomplished through a multi-cluster ingress technology like
Multi-cluster Ingress (MCI) or rolling your own external load balancer or proxy solution.
Nonetheless, the networking solution must give the operator control over when, where (for
example, which cluster) and how much tra�c is routed to a pa�icular instance of a distributed
service.

Observability - Tools must be in place to observe at a distributed services layer. SLOs
(typically for availability and latency) should be measured collectively for a distributed service.
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This provides a global view of how each service is pe�orming across multiple clusters. While
distributed service is not a well-de�ned resource in most observability solutions, the intended
outcome can be achieved by collecting and combining individual Kubernetes Service metrics.
Solutions like Cloud Monitoring or open source tools like Grafana and many others provide
Kubernetes Service metrics. Service mesh solutions like Istio and Anthos Service Mesh (ASM)
also provide Service metrics out of the box without any instrumentation required.

Service Placement - Kubernetes Services provide node level fault tolerance within a single
Kubernetes cluster. This means that a Kubernetes Service can withstand node outages. During
node outages, a Kubernetes control plane  automatically reschedules Pods to healthy nodes. A
distributed service provides cluster level fault tolerance. This means a distributed service can
withstand cluster outages. When capacity planning for a distributed service, this must be
taken into account. A distributed service does not need to run on every cluster available. The
clusters that a distributed service runs on can depend on the following requirements:

1. Where, or in which regions, is the service required?
2. What is the required SLO for the distributed service?
3. What type of fault tolerance is required for the distributed service? Cluster, zonal or

regional. For instance, multiple clusters in a single zone, or multiple clusters across
zones in a single region or multiple regions.

4. What level of outages should the distributed service withstand in the worst-case? At a
cluster layer:

a. N+1, meaning a distributed service can withstand a single cluster failure
b. N+2, meaning two concurrent failures. For instance a planned and an unplanned

outage of a Kubernetes Service in two clusters at the same time.

The placement of a distributed service depends on the above requirements.

Rollouts and rollback - Distributed services like Kubernetes Services allow for gradual rollouts
and rollbacks. Unlike Kubernetes Services, distributed services enable clusters as an additional
unit of deployment as a means for gradual change. Rollouts and rollbacks also depend upon
the service requirement. In some cases, you might need to upgrade the service on all the
clusters at the same time (for example a bug �x). In other cases, you might need to slowly roll
out (or stagger) the change one cluster at a time. This lowers the risk to the distributed service
by gradually introducing changes to the service. However, this might take longer depending on
the number of clusters. Typically, there is no one size �ts all solution. O�en, multiple rollout and
rollback strategies are used depending upon the distributed service requirements. The
impo�ant point here is that distributed services must allow for gradual and controlled changes
in the environment.
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Business continuity and disaster recovery (BCDR) - These terms are o�en used together.
Business continuity refers to continuation of (critical) services in the face of a major (planned
or unplanned) event, whereas disaster recovery refers to the steps taken or needed to return
business operations to its normal state a�er such events. There are many strategies for BCDR
that are beyond the scope of this guide. Ne, BCDR requires some level of redundancy in
systems and services. The key premise of distributed services is they run in multiple locations
(clusters, zones, regions). BCDR strategies are o�en dependent upon the rollout and rollback
strategies discussed earlier. For example, if rollouts are pe�ormed in a staggered or controlled
manner, the e�ect of a bug or a bad con�guration push can be caught early without a�ecting
a large number of users. At large scale coupled with rapid rate of change ( for example,  in
modern CI/CD practices), it is common that not all users are served the same version of a
distributed service. BCDR planning and strategies in distributed systems and services di�er
from traditional monolithic architectures. In traditional systems, a change is made wholesale
a�ecting a large number of or perhaps every user and thus must have a redundant/backup
system in place in case of undesirable e�ects of a rollout. In distributed systems/services,
almost all change is done in a gradual manner a�ecting a small number of users.

Environment-related outages are categorized into two cases and are implemented by
high-availability and disaster recovery architectures.

● Zonal outage: high availability. High availability architectures implement strategies to
deal with and mitigate zonal outages. If a zone becomes unavailable, the architecture
ensures continued operation of the application in the remaining zones. A zonal failure -
in the ideal case - does not a�ect the functioning of the application due to su�cient
redundancy of all components so that a single point of failure does not exist.

● Regional outage: disaster recovery. In the very rare event of a region outage, disaster
recovery architectures ensure continued availability of the application and all required
components in at least a second region so that the outage does not impact the
application. All components, including any data in the case of stateful applications, have
to be redundant in two regions. Ideally, all components are up and running so that an
outage has the least amount of Recovery Time Objective (RTO) and Recovery Point
Objective (RPO), also known as hot standby. However, alternative approaches are
possible where the resources are created, but not running (cold standby).

A�er outages are resolved and the failed components are running again an option is to fall
back to the original state.

Cluster lifecycle management - Like controlled rollouts and rollbacks, distributed services
allow for controlled cluster lifecycle management. As mentioned before, distributed services
provide cluster level resiliency. This means clusters can be “taken out of rotation” for
maintenance. This can be done in multiple ways.
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Stateful services

A stateful service stores and retrieves data from persistent storage or databases during its
execution using the corresponding access APIs or query inte�aces. The implementation of the
service depends on the stored state. The stored state persists beyond service executions so
that subsequent executions of a stateful service can access the latest state. Some storage
mechanisms also keep a history of changes and those can be accessed as well if externalized.

There are several aspects stateful services have to be aware of so that their implementation
works properly:

● Database connection management. In context of databases connections have to be
created. Databases have upper limits of the number of connections they can serve, and
connections are usually managed by connection pools. A caveat is that if a container
manages its own connection pool, and if the number of containers can increase
signi�cantly, the number of connection pools that are implicitly created might exceed
the upper limit of the number of connections permi�ed.

● Eager connection creation. Code might decide to eagerly create connections on
sta�up. If an application is resta�ed and a lot of containers are created, then this might
cause contention on the database and possible failures. It is a be�er strategy to not
eagerly create a large number of connections on sta�up.

● Concurrent state access. Access concurrency is managed by databases, but not
necessarily by all persistence mechanisms like �les. If �les can be concurrently
accessed, the accessing clients need to coordinate access. A pa�ern that helps with
this is a singleton resource manager that coordinates resource access.

● Single source of truth and caching. Persistent data is considered the single source of
truth in many applications. At the same time applications cache data in memory ( for
example, class variables), in caches like in-memory caches or in-memory databases, or
queues. Each time a value is stored in a cache, it is a copy of the source of truth and it is
the application's responsibility to ensure that caches are consistent with the
persistence mechanism (since most cannot and will not implement cache invalidation
of all copies of data that exist).

● Disaster recovery. Disaster recovery by its nature might lose the latest changes to
data. While such a loss is not inevitable, in most cases of disaster recovery it is actually
the case. The impo�ant implication for a stateful application is that it needs to be aware
of this “�ashback” and must be able to deal with outdated caches. If some of the latest
changes get lost, copies of these data items, especially in queues and main-memory
databases are invalid. A good strategy for application code is the ability to clear out all
caches completely, or to resync caches before resuming regular logic processing.
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A stateful application can run in one or more clusters. If those operate on a common state a
storage mechanism has to be selected that is independent of the cluster life cycle and that can
be shared between clusters.

Service delivery (CI/CD)

Anthos provides a prescriptive path for developers and operators to develop, test, deploy and
monitor services. Anthos abstracts as much detail as possible away from developers so that
they can be productive in shipping their so�ware while following the norms and requirements
of the organization they are in. It provides di�erent teams across the organization with the
guardrails needed to focus on their application logic while ensuring an acceptable service level
objective (SLO) and security posture can be met.

Process overview

One of the many bene�ts to adopting a modern so�ware continuous delivery process is that
they are transparent. Transparency increases knowledge sharing, reduces human error,
exposes design �aws, decreases defects and provides teaching moments. Transparency is
implemented by structuring source repositories to use GitHub �ow or GitLab Flow
implementation models.

At the core, both models use feature branches to isolate code during the development of a
feature, and restrict access to the main (primary) branch which is reserved to represent code
that is in a state ready to deploy to production. The primary method of merging code from a
feature branch into the main branch is done through pull requests (also known as merge
requests). Once a pull request has been submi�ed, members of the team and organization can
review, comment, suggest changes, accept or reject the pull request and the commi�ed
changes contained. Once accepted, the code is then merged into the main branch and
initiates the next stage in the CI/CD pipeline. Pull requests allow all personas the ability to audit
and accept changes to the main code branch through manual or automated methods.

Continuous integration (CI)

Integration of code between developers as early as possible is critical to the success of an
organization. CI tools have converged into a common pa�ern of build stages and instances of
jobs to complete the tasks for the stage. Modern CI/CD has adopted century-old concepts
centered around manufacturing allowing builds to be similar to assembly lines. These assembly
lines are commonly called “pipelines”. Pipelines typically include stages like “build”, “test” and
“create a�ifact” where the code goes through a series of steps to build merged code, stress
tests with automated tests, and produce an immutable container as the �nal a�ifact for
deployment. A�ifacts are then given to operations and security personnel to con�gure and
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deploy for di�erent audiences such as quality assurance, staging and production. The process
of deployment is detailed in the next section, but it is wo�h noting that the development
teams play a crucial role in producing the required con�gurations for the a�ifacts so the
pipeline needs to account for this capability.

Tools included with Anthos are designed to enhance typical CI/CD pipelines by �lling in the
missing pieces typically built bespoke by Pla�orm, Operations and Security teams. In the CI
phase, immutable containers are built and stored in a repository. With Anthos, this repository
should scan the containers and compare the content against databases of known CVE.

Fu�her security enhancements residing in the CI �ow include the ability for a�estors to
digitally sign the container image with an encrypted note signifying some action. An action
could be that the codebase has been scanned by a code-quality tool or that a developer has
manually deployed and validated the feature functionality in a lower-level environment. The
overall concept is known as Binary Authorization. Throughout the entire CI/CD pipeline, the
container image can acquire a�estations that are used to make a decision if the container can
be run within a given cluster.

Continuous delivery (CD)

CI is the processes and methods used to to construct a repeatable, reliable and immutable
a�ifact. CD is the process and methods used to deploy the a�ifact to the target system.
Logically, deployments consist of three primary pieces of information: con�guration, the
a�ifact and context, where the context would be the target systems, dates and times.

Manifests �les are the primary method for conveying deployment information for Kubernetes.
Each persona has a di�erent expectation and goals associated with the manifest �les.
Operators are concerned with con�guration around scale, resource limits and app
con�guration wiring. Developers are concerned with the deployment strategy and security is
concerned about secrets and running within the policy constraints. A best practice is to
distribute the �les into repositories owned by the respective personas. Developer’s apps
should have a baseline manifest �le, but should only include information speci�c to the
application. Operators should maintain a separate repository containing ve�ed full-version
manifest �les on which the developer’s changes can be made. Prior to deployment time, the
CI/CD pipeline should use kustomize to overlay the developer’s manifests onto the
operation’s baseline �les. Then, at deployment time the CI/CD pipeline will inject the “image”
into the overlaid manifest �le producing a composite fully hydrated manifest �le. This �le
should be then stored in a source repository owned by the operations team acting as an
additional audit source.
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Persistence and state management

Personas: Pla�orm Admins, Application Developers, Database Admins

Stateful services typically run in a single cluster but can also run in several clusters, in one or
more regions, or even in one or more clouds (multi-cloud deployment). If the same stateful
service runs in several locations, the service has to coordinate its persistent state access (on
centralized or distributed storage), either itself, or by using a persistence mechanism that
provides coordination across multiple locations.

One possibility of managing stateful data is with a database running in Anthos cluster
(self-managed) or separate from Anthos clusters (self-managed or cloud-managed). The
section Databases discusses this in more detail.

State management can also be implemented (depending on the use case) with message
queues (MQs) like Apache Ka�a or RabbitMQ if messaging functionality is required. Other
possibilities include using di�erent types of volumes for example,  store data in �les.

The following sections discuss persistence technologies available for state management.

Storage hierarchy (volumes and persistent volumes)

There are several types of storage available from the viewpoint of a container. These are

● Container local storage. This storage is ephemeral and any stored state disappears
when the container is deleted. This is not useful as persistent storage for a stateful
service, but it is useful as a temporary storage space or a cache that when lost does
not have any functional impact.

● Volumes. A volume is ephemeral from a pod perspective, but persistent from a
container’s perspective. If a container is deleted and a new one sta�ed, the data in the
volume still exists. However, if a pod is deleted, the volume is deleted as well. Like in the
case of the local �le system, this is not useful for a stateful service, but it is useful for
temporary or cached data that should survive container failures. Di�erent types of
volumes exist and a pod can use any combination of those. Volumes are mounted into
the containers storage hierarchy and mount points can be shared by containers - not
only within a pod, but also across Pods. If shared across Pods, a container might see
that a volume disappears even though its own pod still exists.

● PersistentVolume (PV). A PV is independent of the life cycle of a pod and represents a
speci�c amount of storage. Access to storage is requested by a PersistentVolumeClaim
(PVC) and if granted, the storage is mounted. It can be mounted once for read/write
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access, and mounted many times for read-only access. This means that it can be used
for stateful services as a PV exists independent of a cluster if a single read/write mount
point is su�cient. However, if data needs to survive beyond the existence of a cluster,
or shared between clusters, or concurrently accessed for write access by more than
one container then PVs are not the right mechanism: storage outside a cluster must be
deployed. A snapshot can be created from PVs and these can be used to restore a
previous state.

Cloud Storage and Filestore

Cloud Storage and Filestore are managed storage options in Google Cloud. Those are not
scoped to a cluster, and are not managed as pa� of Kubernetes concepts (like PVs). Instead,
these are independent mechanisms that can be accessed by applications implemented in
Kubernetes. Objects or �les stored can be accessed by any number of clusters, and exist
beyond the live time of clusters as well. Since they are outside the scope of clusters, they can
be used to store state of stateful applications, and also suppo� sharing of state across
clusters.

Since Cloud Storage and Filestore are not pa� of clusters, their backup and restore as well as
distribution and con�guration are independently managed.

Message queues

Some stateful applications require persistent message queues like Ka�a or RabbitMQ.
Message systems provide a stateful mechanism to enqueue and to dequeue messages for
inter- and intra-application communication. Di�erent models exist, including First-In-First-Out
(FIFO messaging, publish/subscribe messaging, and enqueue/dequeue.

As in the case of Databases, some message queueing systems are self-managed (like
RabbitMQ), some can be both, self-managed or managed by a cloud provider (like Con�uent),
and others only have a managed version, like .

Managed message queuing services by a cloud are deployed outside a cluster and their life
cycle is independent of the cluster (or Pod or container) life cycle. Managed services can be
accessed by any number of clusters, from any location (cloud, on-premises or multi-cloud).

Self-managed message queueing services can be deployed on VMs outside the Kubernetes
environment, or inside the Kubernetes environment ( for example, Ge�ing Sta�ed with Apache
Ka�a and Kubernetes). In case the use case requires the clients (producer/consumer of
messages) to reside in di�erent clusters, ensure that an installation within Kubernetes
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environment suppo�s this use case as two or more clusters would exchange messages and
potentially have to store message service state.

StatefulSets

Kubernetes provides the concept of StatefulSets. According to the documentation a
StatefulSet “Manages the deployment and scaling of a set of Pods, and provides guarantees
about the ordering and uniqueness of these Pods.”

A StatefulSet is like a Deployment except that it maintains a “sticky” identity for each of the
Pods so that in case of a Pod recreating (because of a failure) the identity is preserved even
though the Pod has been recreated. The prope�ies of StatefulSets and their interaction with
PersistentVolumes make them the best option for executing stateful storage systems, for
example, databases.

It is possible to run a database within a Docker container and deploy it in a StatefulSet with a
replication factor of one. This ensures that there is only one database instance running and will
preserve its identity in case it needs to be resta�ed. A detailed example is here: Run a
Replicated Stateful Application.
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Databases

Databases in the context of Anthos suppo�ing stateful services have di�erent impo�ant
dimensions that need to be considered when selecting a pa�icular strategy.

● Types of databases. One dimension is the use of managed or self-managed
databases. This determines the installation as well as operational management aspects.

● Deployment model. Self-managed databases can run standalone installed in vi�ual
machines, or they can run as containers as pa� of Kubernetes itself. Managed
databases are cloud proprietary and follow the cloud speci�c deployment approaches.

● Use cases - non-functional like scaling and disaster recovery. Some use cases are
solely focused on non-functional prope�ies like scaling and disaster recovery of the
database. These use cases require a database that is able to scale as well as can
failover between regions or clouds.

● Use cases - functional like distribution and pa�itioning. If functionality like
distribution of workloads or pa�itioning of workloads are the core use cases, a
database engine has to be selected that can run across multiple zones and regions and
provide regional access to the dataset.

These and additional dimensions are discussed in the following sections in more detail.

Types of database management systems

Databases can be categorized into self-managed databases and managed databases in a
cloud. Self-managed databases are installed and managed by database admins. Any database
technology that can run on a VM can be installed and run in a cloud.

Managed databases are those that are provided by the cloud (for example, Cloud Spanner)
and are proprietary to the cloud. While they are not 100% hands-o� in terms of operational
management, the database admin has to only operate a subset of the management
functionality compared to a self-managed database since cloud implementations strive to
reduce the management and operational e�o� in production.

Self-managed databases

There are many self-managed databases to choose from. Established systems like MySQL or
PostgreSQL can be run as self-managed databases as well as newer systems like
CockroachDB or NuoDB.
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Managed databases

Managed databases are database engines that are tight to a speci�c cloud (proprietary) and
cannot be installed into any other cloud or an on-premises environment.

Google Cloud implements the following managed Google Cloud databases: Cloud SQL, Cloud
Spanner, Bigtable, Firestore, Firebase, and Memorystore.

In addition, several managed open source databases are available on Google Cloud, such as
MongoDB Atlas and MariaDB SkySQL.

Some databases are available as self-managed and managed databases, but hosted in a
di�erent cloud from Google Cloud. MariaDB and Cockroach are examples in this category.
While these are accessible, latency might be prohibitive, depending on the pa�icular use case.

Deployment model

Databases can be managed outside of any GKE application deployment or as pa� of the GKE
deployment. This blog discusses the advantages and disadvantages of both approaches. In the
following databases for long-term data storage and management are assumed (based on blog
terminology) and no speci�c preference is given to a GKE-managed installation or an
installation separate from GKE (as self-managed in VMs or as managed database).

VM-based deployment

In a VM-based deployment a database administrator has to install and to manage database
instances and databases within it. In Anthos this is not di�erent from applications running
outside Anthos. A database executing on VMs can be accessed by an Anthos-based
application without any limitations.

This deployment model makes sense if organizational policies require a separate database
deployment environment or if databases are used that are not a good match with a
Kubernetes deployment and management model.

This deployment model is also applicable to situations where the application is built on Anthos
as pa� of an application modernization strategy but is also based on an existing database
deployment where the database deployment must not be changed but used as-is.

Kubernetes-based deployment

A Kubernetes based deployment of databases is a good strategy if the future direction is to
enforce that all deployments of all technologies must be done through Kubernetes for reasons
of architecture conformity or policy. In this case the set of possible database technologies is
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reduced to the set that has an architecture matching the Kubernetes deployment and
management model. This also implies that all database management operations are
implemented by Kubernetes and the database is managed and operated in this environment.

Cloud-proprietary deployment

Managed databases that are speci�c to a cloud are proprietary databases in the sense that
they cannot be installed into any other cloud or on VMs. These are a category by themselves
and o�en represent a best-of-breed implementation that uses speci�c functionality that is
only available in the cloud in which they are implemented.

It is entirely possible for an Anthos application to use cloud-proprietary databases. This means
that any operation is accessed through a service inte�ace, including database management,
schema management or query execution.

Single region, multi-region, hybrid cloud and multi-cloud deployment

Any database can be deployed in a single region and there are no speci�c selection criteria
applicable: all database engines suppo� a single region installation. A multi-region deployment
where each region hosts an active node (primary) will reduce the database selection
considerably since by far not all databases provide and implement an active-active or
multi-primary architecture. The reason is that a multi-primary deployment requires complex
database internal coordination protocols that not all database engines implement.

Some databases, like CoackroachDB suppo� multi-primary topologies, whereas MongoDB
suppo�s only active-active if the dataset is sharded and each shard resides on a single
primary region. While MongoDB as such is primary-primary, a given shard is only
primary-replica, meaning, each shard has a primary in one region, the other only has a
read-only replica that is synchronized with the primary in the other region.

Hybrid cloud and multi-cloud deployments are similar to multi-region deployments with the
added complexity of network management (for example, VPNs between environments) and
added latency between the various regions. Only database technology that can cope with
these additional variables can suppo� an active-active or multi-primary model across
environments like on-premises data centers or clouds.

CockroachDB is a database system that suppo�s hybrid and multi-cloud deployments.
Cloud-managed databases will not be able to suppo� hybrid or multi-cloud deployments as
they are bound to one pa�icular cloud.
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Use cases

The following use cases are introduced along the following dimensions:

● Single cloud - multi-cloud (includes hybrid cloud and multi-cloud)

● Single region - multiple regions

● Centralized database - distributed database

The use cases are exemplary and by no means a complete list. The discussion shows the
embedding of the use cases along the 3 dimensions and additional use cases can be
implemented in a similar deployment architecture.

Single cloud

The following use cases require the dataset (database) to be in a single cloud. These are some
of the more frequent use cases. In order to satisfy those requirements a database must run in
only one cloud, and fu�her in only a speci�c region or set of regions within a single cloud.

● Data gravity. Data gravity expresses the use case that a dataset is bound to a speci�c
cloud and cannot be moved or distributed. There are multiple reasons for data gravity.
One is the use of a cloud-proprietary database that has to be kept. Another reason is
that the cloud provider must not be in the same business as competition. Yet another
reason might be a long-term commitment that has to expire �rst before data can be
moved.

● Environments (development, testing, production). Application development in
general requires di�erent environments, like development, testing and production.
Di�erent environments might be deployed into di�erent clouds for various reasons,
including ensuring that the same application can execute in each cloud without having
to run production in all at the same time. Another reason might be cost or available
technology in a speci�c cloud required for a speci�c environment.

● Data governance, compliance, and locality. Data might be bound to a speci�c
locality like the US, Europe, or speci�c countries in Asia. This requirement might be
based on legal requirements or also privacy regulations.

Multi-cloud

Use cases for multi-cloud might have the same or di�erent applications deployed in each of
the clouds, and might have a centralized or distributed database (primary-primary) deployed.

● Multiple applications share the same database. Di�erent clouds might host di�erent
applications that share the same database. The database can be a centralized database
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being deployed in one of the clouds, or the database can be a distributed database that
is deployed in several clouds at the same time providing a primary-primary semantics.

● Cloud bursting. A non-functional use case is to use one cloud as the scalability
extension of a second cloud. If resources in a �rst cloud reach capacity, the same
application is launched in a second cloud, instead of adding resources in the �rst cloud.
As in the earlier use case, a centralized database (deployed in the �rst cloud) or a
distributed database deployed in both clouds can satisfy the use case based on
requirements.

Single or multi-cloud

The following use cases can fall into either category. Each can be a single cloud or a
multi-cloud deployment based on the individual requirements of the speci�c context.

● Resiliency, scaling, or disaster recovery. In many cases a single region is insu�cient
for a use case. For example, implementing disaster recovery requires at least two
regions, or two clouds since disaster recovery guards from a region outage. To
implement resiliency or scaling, a customer might opt for multi-region within one cloud
or multi-cloud deployment as well. Any combination is possible as well so that a single
deployment architecture covers resiliency, scanning and disaster recovery. No ma�er if
a multi-region or a multi-cloud deployment is chosen, the database can be a
centralized database executing in one region, or a distributed database executing in
two regions and/or two clouds. For disaster recovery, a centralized database will cause
a high RTO as the database will have to be recreated �rst in the failover region or cloud
from backup.

● Customer pa�itioning. End users have di�erent requirements and a customer using
Anthos might have to group its customers into di�erent categories. For example,
business end-user data might be �ne in a public cloud, whereas government end users’
data might have to be in an on-premises data center. If pa�itioning is desired, a
multi-cloud deployment might be preferable as the business end-user workloads can
be hosted in a public cloud reducing the e�o� for an on-premises data center. If
pa�itioning takes place two centralized databases might be required, one in the
on-premises data center, and one in the public cloud. If multi-region deployments are
required as well, a distributed database might be a good option.

● Avoiding vendor lock-in. The best approach to avoid vendor lock-in is to run
production with di�erent vendors at the same time (or alternating through failover), in
this case, being two or more clouds. If vendor lock-in is to be avoided for the whole
stack, then a centralized database is insu�cient as it would only run in a single cloud.
Instead, either a distributed database should be used, or two centralized databases
(same database engine) that either contain pa�itioned datasets or are replicated to
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each other. The la�er two options have an impact on the application design as the
application has to be aware of replication or pa�itioning.

● Customer requirement. The decision to use a speci�c cloud or a multi-cloud
deployment can be a simple user requirement. For example, a business end user of a
customer might not allow data to be stored in a speci�c cloud. The opposite might be
true as well: a business end user might require its data to be distributed over at least
two clouds. If each business end user requires centralized storage, the application
might rely on centralized databases exclusively. If there is a mix of requirements, a
distributed database might �t the bill, or in addition to it several centralized databases.

● Use of the best of breed services. One application development strategy can be to
use the best of breed services across the stack, including application implementation
technology as well as database technology. In this case, depending on the functionality,
di�erent clouds might be involved. For example, analytics (OLAP) can be implemented
in one cloud, whereas transactional code (OLTP) is implemented in another cloud.

All use cases discussed in this section emphasize the database aspect and possible
deployment alternatives. These use cases are a cross-section based on a single cloud,
multi-cloud, or both. In a pa�icular scenario, additional use cases can come up, of course, and
can be implemented similar to those discussed.

Database migration

If a VM-based database deployment exists, and should be replaced by a Kubernetes-based
deployment, a full database migration project is required to migrate the database from the
VM-based deployment to the Kubernetes-based deployment. Depending on the database
engines involved, and depending on the ability to take down time, the database migration
project can be accomplished in a variety of ways.

The following two guides show the complexity of database migration and the various aspects
depending on the database engine involved:

● Database Migration - Concepts and Principles (Pa� 1)
● Database Migration - Concepts and Principles (Pa� 2).
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Observability

(Persona: Site Reliability Engineers and Operators )

Monitoring has historically been the centralized measurement of the state of a system in
order to react to or predict an unfavorable event. The problem with this model is that it
requires a priori knowledge about what pa�s of the system are impo�ant and wo�h keeping
track of.

We have adapted that model and developed a new term of a�: Observability. This is less
about prede�ning what to measure, and instead focuses on making the entire system visible,
allowing internal details to be exposed without having to prede�ne them. The common three
components of observability are: Metrics, Logs, and Traces.

Metrics and dashboards

When you think of monitoring, o�en the �rst thing you think of is a big page of graphs. This is
commonly called a dashboard which is composed of many graphs. Each graph is displaying a
set of metrics over time. Dashboards can also display moment-in-time values of metrics, or
visualizations of distributions, such as heatmaps, percentiles, or CDFs.

Dashboards encapsulate metrics at various levels of your stack. These can be grouped many
ways: for example, by product, by infrastructure, by team, or by geography. A metric tends to
be a counter, a gauge, or a distribution. A metric generally has a name, a type, and a set of
Points. A point has a timestamp and a value, as well as metadata, such as where it was
collected from.

This metadata can result in high cardinality. For example if you keep track of how many
requests come in, that's a single time series. If you keep track of how many requests come in
for each user, that is many time series. How many time series are kept track of, for each metric
is your cardinality. If you have 100 users, it's not too bad. But if you have 100MM users, this
becomes a problem.

The various metadata (Pod name, IP address, build identi�er) alongside each metric can be
referred to as the dimensionality of a given metric. Dimensions can be used to group and �lter
metrics. However if you have many dimensions and high cardinality, you will likely encounter
pe�ormance and storage issues.

Blackbox monitoring is the process of measuring a system as if you do not know its interior
structure or methods. Whitebox monitoring, on the other hand, is when you allow internal
aspects of the system to be exposed, like an X-Ray. For example, exposing the internal state of
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a system like the size of a dynamic in-memory bu�er, the current number of connections it has
with its backend, or the distribution of errors it has sent to users in the past 5 minutes.

Service Level Objectives

Service Level Objectives (SLOs) are the goals that you'd like your service to achieve. For
example, you might want to be 99.95% available, and you might want to return results such that
the slowest (99th percentile) responses are no slower than 1 second. SLOs are the metric that
you're using to measure that objective. These are compound metrics, as they tend to be a ratio
of two metrics: rate of good events divided by the number of total valid events. This gives you
an easy-to-understand way of knowing if your service is acting the way you want it to.

Error budgets are de�ned as 100% - SLO%. This means that it gives you the total amount of
time that a service can be noncompliant before it is in violation of its SLO. This allows an SRE to
understand exactly how much impact is allowable and how close a service is to being out of
SLO, given current conditions.

Application metrics

When you add code to your application in order to expose its internal state, we call the
generated results application metrics. These are things like internal queue-length, connection
pool fullness, or number of concurrent requests.
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In distributed systems, you can collect some similar metrics "for free" by means of watching
the network tra�c, possibly by introducing a proxy which tracks these statistics and sends
them to your monitoring system. A service mesh like Istio is a good example of this model.

Similarly, you can gather some other statistics "for free" from your infrastructure like a JVM or
a Docker container. All of these metrics can be useful for debugging systematic problems.

Pla�orm metrics

When deploying many services on a Kubernetes pla�orm, o�en you want to know the health of
that pla�orm itself. Are Pods going unscheduled for a long time? Are your nodes stranding
resources? Are your cluster mutations being applied quickly? Are Pods autoscaling as
expected?

Similarly, you might want to keep track of your service mesh. Are you able to create new
Services? How many bytes/sec are traversing your Ingress? How old is the oldest ce�i�cate?

Infrastructure metrics

VMs underpin the whole pla�orm, and it is possible that you have services running on VMs
outside of Kubernetes. For these, you still need to be able to keep track of their metrics such
as resource usage (CPU, RAM, Disk) and network tra�c.

Interacting with managed services outside of Anthos and your VMs is also impo�ant. You can
only record what you observe, but knowing that all of your calls are failing from one set of VMs,
but succeeding from a di�erent set of VMs is impo�ant to be able to distinguish.

Networking metrics

You should be able to infer statistics about your network usage at di�erent points on your
network, including metrics such as bytes per second, packets dropped. These might be
tagged by values such as network name, ingress point, VLAN, or VPC.

Ale�ing and repo�ing

Simply gathering statistics isn't very helpful unless you do something with them. The two
biggest uses of metrics are: ale�ing a human to intervene, and longer-term repo�ing in order
to be�er understand the pe�ormance, growth, and usage of a system over time

Escalation: paging versus ticketing

When ale�ing humans to interact with a problematic system, a common anti-pa�ern is to send
an email. This is discouraged as emails tend to be easy to ignore and are hard to prioritize or
acknowledge clearly within a group.
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Instead, you should have two levels of ale�ing: "paging" which implies an explicit
acknowledgment. If a page is not acknowledged, it can follow an "escalation" until someone
acknowledges it. If it is never acknowledged, that fact can be discovered and repo�ed on. This
should be a very rare occurrence and actively �xed.

Alternatively, you can send a "ticket" which can be assigned to a person, reassigned, edited
and tracked for completion. Using something like a bug or defect tracking system for tickets is
common.

Paging should be done for events that require immediate action and cannot wait a few hours.
Ticketing for events that potentially can wait a few days.

Health dashboards

It is impo�ant to distinguish between types of dashboards and not get them con�ated. The
most common dashboard is a "health" dashboard which tells operators how the system is
working and aids in troubleshooting. This is a dashboard that someone might look at or adjust
during an incident.

There are some best practices around keeping these dashboards simple. Too much scrolling
can cause graphs to be missed. Too many metrics on a single graph can be hard to interpret.

Product dashboards

Separate should be "product" dashboards which show metrics that are valuable to the business
during non-incident time. This can show metrics like user retention rate, revenue growth,
subscriber count, etc.

It is totally permissible to have metrics appear on both dashboards (for example: it might be
helpful to know that fewer people are logged-in during an outage), but you should not just
create one big dashboard for everything.
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Logging

Logging is the act of appending entries to an immutable log. Historically, these were simple
text �les that were appended line-by-line. However now these can be more complicated with
each log entry being a structured set of �elds and values. These structured logs should still
however be append-only to the log. Each entry has a timestamp and metadata a�ached (for
example: what pod or machine it was wri�en by). Logs tend to be structured by day, and o�en
they are rotated to centralized storage and processing.

Viewing a log, or many logs can o�en be done through a central log viewer. This can allow you
to query across logs for a given string, perhaps �lter by metadata, or �nd recurring log entries.

Sometimes it can be helpful to extract a component of a log entry and count how o�en it
occurs. That count can be exposed as a Metric and used just like any other metric, for
dashboards or ale�s.

There are many types of logs, which might be queries by various teams.

Service and application logs

A given application can write to any �le, some of which might be marked as logs. For example,
STDERR and STDLOG are common log �les, but you might also write custom �les such as the
following:

● billing_events.log
● authentication_attempts.log.

Cluster logs

The cluster itself is really a set of pods and services, and they log also. Sometimes it can be
helpful to determine what the cluster is logging, for example, if you are con�guring a
component. For Kubernetes, you can track things like Pod resizing, API calls, or cluster events
like node cordoning.

Compute Engine VM logs and managed services logs

Any VM can write logs, and so do managed services. For example, you can �nd log entries for
many services and their subcomponents in Cloud Logging, like Pub/Sub > CreateTopic or
Subscription expiration.

Logs can be analyzed in Cloud Logging, or sent to other systems for fu�her analysis,
visualization, and long-term storage.
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Tracing

A new form of monitoring has arisen as distributed systems have become more used for
internet services. That is distributed tracing. This allows us to track a single user request from
one service to another across a set of interconnected microservices. Even be�er, it can show
the internal components of a single service as if it were many services, and show these all
together in a single view. These are all called "spans" of a single "trace".

By propagating parent span IDs as requests are sent through a set of microservices, we can
even get tracing for "free" through sidecars in a service mesh like Istio. This allows basic
distributed tracing without any additional instrumentation.

Finding an outlier

Digging into a single Trace with 2 child Spans
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Bringing it all together

An idealized debugging scenario is as follows:

1. An SLO burn is discovered and an on call engineer is paged, saying "you have 1 hour
until SLO breach for Foo Service availability"

2. The oncall engineer acknowledges the ale�, preventing escalation to the secondary
engineer. No need to wake up the whole team.

3. An initial glance at the frontend graphs con�rms that availability has been dropping
since about 4pm today.

4. The engineer looks at the distributed traces and the dynamic service map for this
service and sees that there are some outlying traces which are slow, and some that are
returning errors. These outliers are all failing at one backend: payments_service.

5. The engineer chooses a single outlier and validates that the request was made from the
frontend to payments_service which timed out a�er 60 seconds. It seems like the
payments_service is overloaded and not able to keep up with requests. A glance at
the payments_service dashboard con�rms that.

6. The engineer looks at the logs for the service deployment and CI/CD system to
determine "what changed" and �nds that the service was updated at 2pm (CD logs),
but stopped autoscaling (infrastructure metrics) at 4pm.

7. The engineer realizes that the node pool that this service is being scheduled on is a
new pool which hasn't been resized properly, and isn't being monitored by the
infrastructure team! They resize the pool and �le a ticket for the monitoring �x.

8. The SLO returns to nominal levels before the Error Budget is depleted and the service
remains within SLO compliance.
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